ABSTRACT In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have made great achievements in object extraction from very high-resolution (VHR) images. However, most existing approaches require large quantities of clean and accurate training data to achieve impressive classification results. The presence of inaccurate labels in training datasets is known to deteriorate the performance of CNNs. In this paper, we introduce a novel efficient method for improving the robustness when training CNN on the dataset with relatively noisy labels. First, we propose a feature and label noise model (FLNM) to model the noisy label distribution in the training dataset. Then, we use a multitask deep learning framework (MDLF) to integrate the FLNM into the training process of CNN. Finally, a novel loss function concerning the high-level features is introduced to efficiently train the MDLF. We evaluate our method on datasets from Massachusetts and compare this method with other state-of-the-art methods. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in improving the classification performance of CNNs trained with noisy training dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object extraction from very high-resolution (VHR) images is a very popular topic due to the wide range of applications for this technique, such as urban planning, land use analysis, disaster relief and automated map making. In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been considered to be among the most successful models for image classification [1] - [3] . However, the main drawback of using CNN methods is the requirement of a large quantity of labeled data for training. The tedious labeling process hinders the application of these fully supervised methods to the classification of VHR images. Until recently, there is no open access to large amounts of labeled and accurate training data for VHR images [4] . To overcome this limitation, several works have proposed methods to construct training datasets using crowd methods for VHR image classification [5] - [7] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Yongqiang Zhao. This technique significantly reduces the cost of labeling, and it is now possible to use the almost unlimited number of annotations on public maps such as OpenStreetMap and GoogleMaps. Unfortunately, the labels of these datasets are extremely unreliable due to various types of noise, which can adversely impact the classification accuracy of CNNs [8] , [9] . A very common approach handling noisy labels is to pretrain the network with the noisy data and then fine-tune the network with a clean dataset [10] , [11] . However, it is difficult to obtain good performance when the number of clean labels is limited.
The noisy label problem is challenging because this problem leads to inaccurate classification results. The major method for solving this problem is to improve the robustness of the model to the presence of label noise. Many variant losses via regularization have been investigated to enhance the robustness of CNNs [12] . Azadi et al. [13] exploited the nonlinear manifold structure underlying images and proposed a novel auxiliary image regularizer (AIR) for CNNs for handling label noise. Patrini et al. [14] combined noise rate estimator with a noise-corrected loss approach of [15] to effectively train deep neural networks under label noise. Arpit et al. [16] showed the performance of several regularizations, including dropout, weight decay and adversarial training. In the domain of remote sensing, Saito et al. [17] used the correlations of different classes to regularize the loss and proposed channel-wise inhibited softmax (CIS) loss for training CNNs. Wei et al. [18] developed road-structurebased loss to improve the noise-robustness of CNNs. These methods improve model noise-robustness by adding extra structure information into the loss. These researchers carried out experiments on a dataset from Massachusetts [19] and achieved great performance. However, these methods do not fully exploit the high-level features obtained by CNNs, and therefore, long-time training leads to performance degradation [20] .
Another prominent method involves explicitly modeling label noise and alleviating the negative effects in network training [15] . Mnih and Hinton [21] and Mnih [19] treated the (unknown) true labels as hidden variables and built a noise model for aerial image classification. This method can enhance the robustness of CNNs against omission and registration noise. However, this method only addresses binary classification problems. Motivated by similar ideas, Bekker and Goldberger [22] defined a probabilistic model for multilabel classification problems, and Zhao et al. [23] proposed a probability transition CNN (PTCNN) to automatically classify SAR images. Recently, Sukhbaatar et al. [24] and Sukhbaatar and Fergus [25] proposed a simpler but effective noise model to handle noisy labels in the context of neural networks. These researchers added a softmax layer on the top of the network to estimate the probability of label switching. Similar methods have been applied to improve the robustness of logistic regression for labeling noise [26] - [28] . While methods that model label noise exhibit good performance, these methods consider the label noise to be only conditionally dependent on the true label.
Some works model noise that is conditionally dependent on the input image. These methods can effectively distinguish between different visual modes and related noise. Xiao et al. [29] proposed an image-conditioned noise model, but this model aims to predict the type of noise for each sample and then attempts to remove the noisy labels. Veit et al. [30] and Hendrycks et al. [31] used an additional neural network to model the dependence between noisy labels and input images based on the information conferred by clean labels. However, these methods require an additional accurately labeled dataset to obtain acceptable results. The model that comes closest to achieving the desired robustness is from Goldberger and Ben-Reuven [32] , which directly learns the noise distribution from noisy labels without any clean labels. These researchers added an extra layer before the classified layer to capture the dependence between the image features and noisy labels. Our proposed method is also conditioned on the image features but differs from these approaches in that our method explicitly models the relationship between the noisy labels and true labels.
Most of the existing noisy label processing methods are designed for general computer vision applications, which cannot be directly extended to VHR image classification because the VHR images are too complex to accurately classify. In this paper, a novel efficient method is proposed to train deep CNN models, aiming to produce robust image representations in the presence of noisy supervision for object extraction from VHR images. We propose a novel noise estimating model called feature and label noise model (FLNM) to handle the label noise in the training dataset. The FLNM is designed based on the dependence among the high-level features [32] , noisy labels and true labels [25] and can effectively capture the noise distribution. A probabilistic graphical model (PGM) [33] is used to describe the dependence structure of the noise estimating model. The four nodes of the underlying graph represent the input image, high-level features, true labels and noisy labels. The edges connected pairs of nodes describe their statistical dependencies.
Instead of using the EM-algorithm, we integrate the noise estimating model into the training processing of the CNN. The EM-algorithm is used in most works to optimize the model containing the hidden variables [31] . However, the EM-algorithm is notoriously sensitive to the starting point and becomes stuck in local optima. We propose a multitask deep learning framework (MDLF) that jointly learns to reduce the effects of the label noise and accurately classify the pixels in the images. Additionally, a novel high-level feature loss is proposed to optimize the parameters of the MDLF. Intuitively, the proposed framework exploits the structure of the data and automatically learns the noise distribution to collaboratively facilitate the learning of the classification model. We evaluate the method on the large-scale road and building datasets released by Mnih [19] . The results demonstrate that the proposed method can significantly enhance the noise-robustness of CNNs without any clean labels. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We introduce the FLNM to capture the relationships among high-level features, true labels and noisy labels and automatically learn the noise distribution without supervision. 2) We propose a MDLF to reduce the effects of noisy labels when training the CNN. Additionally, a novel high-level feature loss is introduced to effectively learn the parameters of the MDLF under the noisy dataset. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the II section, we present the methodology proposed to solve the noisy label problem. The III section shows the experimental results on a large-scale dataset and compares the results of our proposed method with those of other state-of-the-art methods. The IV section concludes the paper. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our noise model for high-resolution remote sensing image classification based on a probabilistic graphical model (PGM) and further improve the classification performance by integrating the noise model into a deep learning framework.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given a set of training images with noisy labels, we assume that each image is clear. Each pixel in the test image is expected to be assigned a true label based on the potentially noisy training dataset. The objective of the label noise model is to help train deep learning models under a dataset with relatively noisy labels for VHR image classification.
Each image s ∈ R w s in the training dataset consists of w s pixels represented by s = {s 1 , . . . , s w s }, and the corresponding observed labelm ∈ R w l has w l pixels represented bỹ m = {m 1 , . . . ,m w l }, where them i ∈ {C 1 , . . . , C K } indicates the class label of the i − th pixel. K is the total number of classes. As the label may be outdated, the observed labelsm may differ from the unknown true labels m = {m 1 , . . . , m w l }, where m i ∈ {C 1 , . . . , C K }. In some cases, with little abuse of notation, we use m andm to denote the pixel label in m andm.
The classifier is optimal when the risk on the training data is minimized,
where F * is the optimal classifier, and L(·, ·) is a loss function. To address the noise issue, we formulate a noise model in the following.
B. LABEL NOISE MODEL
We describe how the noisy label is generated by using PGM shown in Fig. 1 . The image s and the observed labelsm are two observed variables. Here, in addition to the unknown and true labels m, we exploit another latent variable y that represents the high-level features of image s.
In our formulation,m conditionally depends on both m and y, as shown with the red line in Fig. 1 . The objective of this step is to capture the correlations between noisy labels, clean labels and high-level features, which helps to infer latent clean labels when only the noisy labels are observed. The true label m is generated from the y directly. The high-level feature y is important for inferring m andm. Here, the random variable y is obtained from the image s by feature auto-extraction methods, such as SVM and CNN. According to the relationship between different variables, we propose a noise learning model called feature and label noise model (FLNM). It models the noise distribution based on the clean labels and the high-level features of the image. We derive the conditional probability of the noisy label as Note that we usem and m to represent the pixel label iñ m and m, respectively, in (2) .
is the probability for a specific type of label noise to affect the two classes C k and C a . These transition probabilities for all the class configurations form the K × K transition matrix with (a, k) = p(m = C k |m = C a ). The transition matrix contains the parameters of a noisy at random (NAR) model, (e.g., [19] , [21] , [24] , [25] ), which is estimated along with the other parameters. Because this type of model is unrealistic for describing noisy distributions in VHR image classification, we introduce p(m|y) to model the relationship between the noisy label and the corresponding high-level features in the training process. Specific to our road and building extraction problem, p(m|y) can be affected by different factors, including image resolution, the shape of ground objects, and occlusion.
Given a set of training datasets with noisy labels, (2) is used to capture the distribution based on the high-level features, true labels and noisy labels. This step is a key difference between our work and the NAR model, which assumes that m is conditionally independent of y if m is given. All images share the same noise model in the NAR model (Fig. 2a) , while in our approach, each data sample has its noise model (Fig. 2b ).
C. MULTITASK DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK
We propose a multitask deep learning framework (MDLF) to train the deep learning model with noisy training datasets. The framework integrates the FLNM into the deep learning processing, and the overview of the architecture is given in Fig. 3 .
The MDLF comprises a feature extractor f with noise estimator g and image classifier h. The feature extractor f is a convolutional neural network that extracts the abstract and high-level features from the input image. The image classifier h learns to annotate images based on the output of f . The noise estimator g models the structure in the noise space and learns the mapping from the true label to the noisy label, conditional on the high-level features.
The feature extractor f is shown in Fig. 3 . A sample image s is processed by the feature extractor to produce the high-level image features y. The feature extractor corresponds to p(y|s) in Fig. 1 , and the high-level features are obtained dependent on the entire input image s using the convolutional layer. We describe the process of feature extraction with the following formula:
where θ 1 denotes the parameters of the feature extractor f . The image classifier h is shown in the top row of Fig. 3 . The pixels of the input image are classified by the image classifier h based on the high-level features y. h corresponds to p(m|y) in Fig. 1 and connects the unknown label m with the high-level features y. The image classifier we use is based on linear intermediate layers followed by a softmax output layer used for soft classification. Different from the [22] , the layers use a nonlinear layer and a softmax layer as the image classifier. We assume that the feature extraction f is sufficiently strong to obtain the abstract and valuable features. The assumption means that we can design an efficient but simple image classifier. In the experiment section, we can see that one full connection layer followed a softmax layer works well.
We denote the linear function applied to input y by (y) and denote the softmax layer that predicts the true m labels by:
where j (y) is the j-th output of the linear layer. To simplify the notation, we use θ 2 to denote all parameters in the classifier. The image classifier output is p(m|y), a K * w l -dimension vector encoding the likelihood of the visual presence of the K classes for every pixel in the label image.
The noise estimator g is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 . The true label m is transformed by the noise estimator g to match the noisy labelsm. The noise estimator g corresponds to p(m|m, y) in Fig. 1 and is applied to capture the dependences between the true labels, high-level features and noisy labels. To model the noise distribution conditional on the image and high-level features, the noise estimator has two parts: the true label-based estimator p(m|m) and the feature-based estimator p(m|y).
The true label-based estimator captures the dependence between the true labels and noisy labels. This is simply done by adding a constrained linear "noise" layer [24] on the last of image classifier, which estimates the noisy label probability based on the true label.
where u ja and v j are the weight and bias. We use the θ
3 to denote all parameters in the true label-based estimator.
The feature-based estimator describes the statistical dependence between the high-level features y and noisy labelsm. Similar to the image classifier, this part of the model is based on linear intermediate layers followed by a softmax output layer. The linear function (y) is applied to input y, and then the other softmax layer is used to predict the noisy labelsm:
where g T j is a vector of parameters for a particular class C j and t j is relevant bias. We use θ (2) 3 to denote all parameters in the feature-based estimator. To simplify the notation, the
3 } is used to denote all the parameters in the noise estimator, andp k is used to denote p(m = C k |y). The true label-based estimator describes the relationship between the true labels and the noisy labels, and the feature-based estimator estimates how important the high-level features are for the noisy labels. To better capture the noise distribution and match the noisy labels, p(m|m) and p(m|y) are combined by a hidden linear layer at the end of the noise estimator to transform the true labels to noisy labels. Therefore, p(m|m, y) can be obtained according to (2) :
The neural network with the noise estimator provides an alternative optimization strategy to the EM-algorithm. Instead of alternating between optimizing the noise estimator and other classifiers, we consider them to be components of the same network and optimize them simultaneously. 
D. LEARNING THE PARAMETERS
To train the proposed framework, a novel loss function is proposed by combining the cross-entropy function and the high-level features of the image to learn the parameter θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 }. Our loss function helps the framework to match the noisy labels.
First, we derive from Fig. 1 
The probability distribution p(y|s) is easy to understand. The semantic meaning of p(m|y) represents the relationship between the true labels and high-level features. Then, the conditional probability of the noisy label can be derived from (8) ,
Finally, according to the maximum likelihood principle, we propose the loss function based on the cross-entropy and high-level features (CE-HF) as follows:
where D denotes the training dataset and N is the number of training samples in D. s n andm n are the n-th training image and corresponding label map, respectively. Note that m n denotes the pixel label inm n .
We do not only consider the true label probability in the loss function. Instead, we encourage the loss function to simultaneously draw the true and noisy label information from the output. According to (10) , the CE-HF includes two parts: p(m|y) and p(m|y). The first one contributes the true label information to the loss function. The second one helps the loss function to obtain the noisy label information. This value information passes all parts of the framework with backpropagation, which boosts the noise estimator to capture the noise distribution while the image classifier is encouraged to classify the pixels well.
High-level features are discriminative and important for the model to learn for the representation of images. The loss function we proposed based on the high-level features enforces the features of the ''good'' and ''stable'' images used for model learning, while noisy additional activations are alleviated.
According to (1) , when R{L(m, p(m|s))} achieves the minimum for the training dataset, we obtain the optimal parameter θ. The parameter θ can be updated using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) based on (11) . The partial derivative of CE-HF at u ka is
where
Similarly, we obtain the partial derivative of CE-HF at v ka , g k and t k .
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we explore the robustness added to the neural network by the proposed framework and compare our method with other state-of-the-art methods on a dataset from Massachusetts. 1 Then, the robustness of the model is discussed at different noise levels by deliberately adding noisy labels to the dataset.
A. DATASETS
A large-scale Massachusetts dataset [19] , including building and road labels, is used in this work. The labels for all images are generated using annotations from the OSM project. While the mapping of annotations and ground objects are accurate in certain areas, such as urban areas, a significant number of noisy labels still exist in the dataset as depicted in Fig. 4 . The spatial resolution of each pixel in the remote sensing imagery is 1 m. A dataset of roads in Massachusetts (Mass-Roads) is used to validate the performance of our approach for road extraction. This dataset consists of a total of 1,171 images, including 1,108 images for training, 14 images for validation, and 49 images for testing. Table 1 shows the compositions of all the datasets we use in this article. Another Mass-BR is built for multiple object classification by selecting data from the Massachusetts dataset. We select images that have both building labels and road labels from the dataset. Then, the building labels are added to the road 1 http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ vmnih/data/ label maps. Because we only consider the roads and buildings in the image, the rest of the classes are viewed as background. Background labels are created by calculating the XOR of the building and road labels. The Mass-BR consists of a total of 151 images, including 137 images for training, 4 images for validation, and 10 images for testing. All the label maps for the test and validation portions are hand-corrected to make the evaluations more accurate.
B. EVALUATION METRIC
For easy comparison between the different methods, the break-even point of the relaxed precision and recall [18] is also used to consider the accuracy for an overall assessment of the classifier.
The relaxed precision (RP) is defined as the fraction of detected pixels that are within ρ pixels of a true pixel, while the relaxed recall (RR) is defined as the fraction of true pixels that are within ρ pixels of a detected pixel.
Here, TP ρ , FP and FN represent the number of true positives within ρ pixels, false positives and false negatives, respectively. The break-even point is defined as the point on the relaxed precision-recall curve where the precision value equals the recall value. The slack parameter ρ is set to 3, which is the same value as those of previous works (e.g., [17] , [18] , [21] ).
C. FRAMEWORK CONFIGURATION AND TRAINING
Each image in the dataset is 1500 × 1500 pixels, which is difficult to directly classify. Considering the trade-off between the experimental results and computational costs, we clip all the original images into 92 × 92 samples, and the corresponding label maps are clipped by a 24 × 24 sliding window with a step of 24 pixels. Typically, the size of the label maps is set smaller than that of the images because certain context is required to predict the value of a map pixel [7] . To increase the size of our dataset, all the clipped square samples are rotated randomly.
The architecture detail for training the neural network on noisy datasets is illustrated in Table 2 . The model proposed by Saito et al. [17] is regarded as our feature extractor. The extractor contains five layers, including three convolution layers (C1, C2, and C3) and two max pooling layers (P1 and P2). The image classifier contains a full connection layer (F1), including 4,096 neural units, and a softmax layer (S1). S1 has 1,152/1,728 units for two classifications and three classifications, respectively. The last component is the noise estimator. The noise estimator contains three full connection layers (F2, F3, and F4 ). F2 has 2,034/5,184 neural units that describe the transition probability from true labels to noisy labels. F3 and F4 have 4,096 and 1,152/1,728 neural units, respectively. These layers help the noise estimator capture the dependence between the high-level features and noisy labels.
In the final stage, all the feature maps are reshaped to 24 × 24 × K and stacked together. As a result, each pixel has a prediction vector similar to a class distribution in multiclass classification, which is then normalized by the softmax function. Each element of the normalized vector indicates the probability of the pixel to be classified. In training, we minimize (10) with labeled data that contain relative noise. In testing, we want to predict the true labels. Hence, we remove the noise estimator that aims to get rid of the noise in the training set.
The model is trained in an end-to-end manner. No pre-or post-processing is used. We train the network using stochastic gradient descent with 2 images as a minibatch. The weight is updated with a learning rate of 0.0001, and with every 200 k iterations we reduce the learning rate by 0.1. The momentum is initialized at 0.9 and is divided by 100 after every 200 k iterations. The weights of all the filters are initialized with uniform random numbers, and all the biases are initialized with zeros.
All of our training and testing are executed on a 64-b Intel Core CPU i7-6900K @ 3.20 GHz with an NVIDIA GeForce 1080 GPU. The RAM memory is 62 GB. Only one GPU is used, which is under CUDA version 9.0.176. The TensorFlow 2 is used in the experiments to construct deep learning model.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we show the performance of the proposed method for road and building classification. The CNN-MDLF-BR is trained and tested on the Mass-BR dataset. Another two models, CNN-MDLF-Road and Satio-CNN [17] , are trained and tested on the Mass-Roads dataset. Fig. 5 shows the changes in accuracy with increasing epochs during the training of CNN-MDLF-Road. The trained CNN-MDLF-Road stabilizes at an overall accuracy above 95%, proving that the deep convolutional neural network performs well in extracting roads from high-resolution remote sensing imagery.
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/ To show that the proposed method works generically, certain classifying results are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 to validate the proposed method. Fig. 6 illustrates the three road extraction results of Saito et al. [17] and the CNN-MDLF-Road. Fig. 7 illustrates multiple object extraction results by the CNN-MDLF-BR, including the roads and buildings.
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , white and blue represent TP ρ and FN , respectively. The yellow is marked when the road does not appear in the map, but it appears in the aerial image and predicted map. This is the case caused due to inaccuracy hand-corrected in the test map. Without the influence of light, shelter, and shadows (as shown in Fig. 6a ), the roads exhibit clear characteristics in remote sensing images, which ensures the accuracy of road extraction. Although the Saito-CNN can achieve satisfactory results, some false positives are introduced in some areas (the blue in Fig. 6c ). It is worth noting that, compared with Fig. 6a, Fig. 6e is more shaded with shadows. Additionally, road networks are also seriously disturbed. Both methods detected the intersection well (yellow in Fig. 6g and Fig. 6h) , which shows that dealing with noise is necessary for CNN. However, there are serious ''salt and pepper'' phenomena and discontinuities in Fig. 6g (blue) . In contrast, the roads extracted by CNN-MDLF-Road are more continuous and complete than those extracted by Satio-CNN.
In addition, many small roads are shown in Fig. 6i . Benefitting from the FLNM, the CNN-MDLF-Road achieved satisfactory performance. Specifically, some unpaved roads (yellow in Fig. 6l ) are extracted from the remote sensing image, but they do not appear on the map. (Fig. 7c) show that the road extracted by our method is very smooth and well connected without interruption. In addition, the buildings are also aligned well.
Based on the visual comparison of the compared methods, it is found that the proposed method indeed makes a very important role in reducing the effectiveness of noisy labels. Thus, our method will be very useful in real remote sensing applications.
E. COMPARISON EXPERIMENT
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed method with other state-of-the-art methods. The performances of different methods for road extraction are summarized on the left side of Table 3 . The right side shows the results of road and building. All experiments are conducted multiple times, and the average results are used.
We compare our road classification results with four methods: MH2010 [7] , RSRCNN [18] , Vgg19 [37] and FCN [35] . The MH2010 trained without any noise handling does very poorly, achieving 78% accuracy. The RSRCNN method trained with the road structure information achieves 90.06% accuracy. The Vgg19 has more power to extract the abstract feature and achieves 94.32% on road extraction. Note that the accuracy of FCN is 95.42% higher than MH2010, RSRCNN and Vgg19. However, it still does not perform as well as CNN-MDLF-Road. Our method greatly improves the prediction accuracy, achieving 96.8%, because CNN-MDLF-Road can effectively capture the noise distribution in the training set, which helps the model avoid becoming stuck on the noisy training cases. The right side of Table 3 shows the multiple object classifications of four models. The Mnih-CNN proposed by Mnih and Hinton [21] models the noisy labels dependent on the true labels to reduce the effects of noisy labels when training the CNN, achieving 91.5% accuracy on buildings and 88.71% accuracy on roads. Based on the Mnih-CNN, Mnih [19] applied the CRF to process the results of the Mnih-CNN and improved the accuracy, achieving 92.03% accuracy on buildings and 90.06% accuracy on roads. Compared with these methods, we consider not only the dependence between the noisy labels and true labels but also the relationship between the high-level features and noisy labels. Therefore, our model is more robust and achieves high accuracy for both buildings and roads. The Saito-CNN is a recent model proposed by Saito et al. [17] that considers the correlation among different ground objects, such as roads and buildings. This method has the best-published results on the Massachusetts datasets, achieving 94.88% accuracy on buildings and 91.18% accuracy on roads. Our method performs better than the Saito-CNN, improving the accuracy by 2.54% on the buildings and 3.05% on the roads. Additionally, we conducted experiments with Vgg19 and FCN on Mass-BR, but the accuracy of Vgg19 is not comparable to our method. The accuracy of FCN is slightly better than Vgg19 on the Mass-BR, achieving 92.31% for buildings and 91.65% for roads. However, our method has already built up a 5.21% and 1.72% advantage over FCN.
While the road classification performance of CNN-MDLF-BR is worse than that of CNN-MDLF-Road trained on the Mass-Roads, this gap in performance is expected. In addition to the larger classification space, the Mass-BR training set is smaller than the Mass-Roads training set. Furthermore, all the methods explicitly show that considering noisy labels yields better performance than that of the free-noise model.
F. ROBUSTNESS
In this section, the effect of the noise level is investigated on Mass-BR for different methods, which provides insight into the network generalization ability and useful guidance in practice. Since the ground-truth pixel-level labels of all images are unknown, it is difficult to accurately measure the noise level of the Mass-BR. Therefore, we show the noise level with the number of noisy labels added to the training dataset.
We generated noisy labels based on the Mass-BR by stochastically selecting various percentages of training data to be noisily labeled. These labels are transformed into a different label with probability 1 K −1 . This method is similar to those in [32] and [25] . The labels of the test data remain unchanged to validate and compare our method to the regular approach.
First, an experiment is performed under different noise ratios with Saito-CNN and CNN-MDLF-BR. The detailed results are listed in Table 4 . Overall, it is clear that the performance of CNN-MDLF-BR is more robust than that of Siato-CNN, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. When the noise level increases from 10% to 40%, the classification accuracies of CNN-MDLF-BR for roads remain above 90%, while the accuracy of Saito-CNN is only 87.33%. Furthermore, the classification accuracies of CNN-MDLF-BR are on average 4.29% and 3.00% higher than those of Saito-CNN in the extraction of buildings and roads, respectively. These results show that the influence of noise is more apparent for Saito-CNN only regarding improvement loss than for CNN-MDLF-BR. Our method is superior because the noise estimator models the noise distribution based on the relationship among the high-level features, true labels and noisy labels, which fits the noisy labels in the training dataset better. When faced with a high-level noise ratio, the noise estimator in our method is superior compared with that of Saito-CNN. However, when the noise level is over 70%, the quantity of valid information is too small, and it is difficult for model to obtain the distribution of true labels.
The second experiment is performed with Vgg19-BR and Vgg19-MDLF-BR. The Vgg19-MDLF-BR is constructed based on MDLF and took Vgg19 as its feature extractor. The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate that our method works well when the feature extractor is a very deep network. The detailed results are listed in Table 5 . It can be seen that the MDLF improve the robustness, reduce the effect of noisy labels, and increase the accuracy of the deep learning model. For example, when the noise level is 50% in the BR training, the accuracy of road extraction by Vgg19-MDLF-BR, i.e., 89.80%, is much higher than those obtained by the Vgg19-BR without dealing with noise, i.e., 85.45%. Specifically, when the noise level is 60%, the accuracy of building extraction by our method achieves 86.50%. In contrast, Vgg19 only has 82.59%. There is a considerable gap between the two methods. This phenomenon demonstrates that the MDLF indeed makes an important role when training the deep learning model on the noise training dataset. Furthermore, Fig. 8 depicts the comparative test accuracy as a function of the noise fraction. The y-axis represents the accuracy, while the x-axis represents the noise ratio. The results are shown for two different ground objects: buildings and roads.
Based on the experimental results, the following observations can be found. First, when increasing levels of label noise are present in the training data, as expected, all methods perform worse. However, the performance of our method degrades much slower than the performance of Saito-CNN and Vgg19. As a result, all methods with MDLF retain higher accuracy even with large amounts of corruption. For example, for road extraction, the accuracy of CNN-MDLF-BR ranges from 94% to 80% for noise ratios between 10% and 70%. The performance of CNN-MDLF-BR is approximately 4% greater than that of Saito-CNN at the same noise level. Compared with the extraction of roads, the effect of noise in the extraction of buildings is lower for BR-Multi-task-DLF. However, the influence of the noisy labels becomes more obvious for Saito-CNN for the extraction of buildings.
Second, there is an obvious turning point at 40%. When the noise ratio is greater than 40%, the gap between the two curves increases quickly, and the largest gap appears at approximately 8% when the noise level is 70%.
Finally, it is found that although the CNN-MDLF-BR and Vgg19-MDLF-BR both use the MDLF, there are still some differences, especially when the noise level is approximately 40%. Specifically, when the noise level is increased from 10% to 40%, the accuracy of CNN-MDLF-BR for both roads and buildings is higher than that of Vgg19-MDLF-BR. However, the advantage of CNN-NDLF-BR gradually disappears as the noise level increases. When the noise level is larger than 45%, the performance of Vgg19-MDLF-BR surpasses the CNN-MDLF-BR. The phenomenon demonstrates that the deep network is more robust than shallow networks because it can extract more abstract features from the image that are robust to noisy labels.
These results provide clear evidence that our method is more robust against label noise because the dependence between the high-level features, true labels and noisy labels are explicitly modeled.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated training neural networks that are robust to label noise for high-resolution remote sensing image classification. We proposed a novel method for training neural networks based solely on noisy data where the noise distribution is unknown. Our method was successfully applied to learning the noise distribution from noisy data without using any clean data, which is a very simple and intuitive idea. This idea was demonstrated to be quite effective on a real high-resolution remote sensing image dataset. The proposed method shows outstanding performance when the number of mislabels varies in a certain range, which encourages collecting more data at a lower price because incorrect data labels are less harmful to performance. One possible direction for future research is the generalization of our learning scheme to cases where multiple ground objects need to be classified, such as water, cars and tanks. Furthermore, combining the proposed method with transfer learning will be a future research topic for us. MENGJIA QIAO is currently pursuing the master's degree with the School of Information Engineering, Zhengzhou University, Zhengzhou, China. Her research interests include deep learning and information extraction from high spatial resolution remote sensing image.
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